Your Support Requested
for Orgonomic Science and Research
from James DeMeo, PhD, Director of OBRL
(To skip the research overview, scroll down to page 16)
Dear OBRL Friends, Subscribers and Supporters,
My introduction to, and early work in orgonomy began around 1970, and I founded
the non-profit Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory (OBRL) eight years later,
while working as a graduate student at the University of Kansas (KU). This
decision was prompted from an awareness that the intense controversy surrounding
my research – investigating Wilhelm Reich's findings in an open scientific manner
– would require non-traditional funding. In this letter, I will ask you to support my
research with a financial donation, or by purchasing my books. But allow me to
flesh out the reasons why you, as someone with a positive interest in the life and
works of Wilhelm Reich, are asked to do so. Some who are getting this funding
request already know my 45 years of work in orgonomy, but many more will not,
so I am taking extra time to give an historical overview of my accomplishments in
scientific orgonomy.

The OBRL Greensprings Center, 2016, Ashland, Oregon
Laboratory, Seminar Room, Offices, Observatory
http://www.orgonelab.org
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Early Work in the Universities
In the 1970s and 80s, after earning a BS degree in Environmental Science, and
later as a graduate student and Instructor at the University of Kansas (KU),
department of Geography and studying Earth and Atmospheric Science, I was
awarded the first-ever Master's and PhD degrees for investigating and
systematically testing Reich's findings. Those were milestone studies. The first
study verified the efficacy of Reich's cloudbuster device in a series of field trials.
It was shown that the weather over the full State of Kansas responded towards
increased cloud cover and rains within a few hours after the cloudbuster was put
into use. A separate study of the cloudbuster's effects on isolated cumulus clouds
was undertaken, also with positive results in keeping with Reich's observations.
That work created quite a stir among the faculty, and the skeptics did their best to
obliterate it – they were not successful.
http://www.amazon.com//dp/096218554X

Cloudbuster Icarus, used in DeMeo’s Drought-Abatement Experiments
My second study at KU, for the PhD, subjected Reich's sex-economic theory
on human irrationalism and the origins of violence, to a systematic global crosscultural evaluation. That study on Saharasia, as it came to be known, used a
combined geographical, cross-cultural / time-line method I pioneered, to peel back
layers of history, and understand how the dual problems of human emotional
armoring and violence had begun and spread widely across the planet. My
Saharasia work was also the first ever global geographical mapping of the standard
anthropological/ethnographic data, and also the largest global cross-cultural study
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ever undertaken on human family life and the origins-of-violence question. Sixtythree behavior variables within 1170 different cultures were correlated, mapped,
and historically analyzed against long-term climate changes. My work was the first
to document a large and severe correlated desert-spreading epoch at c.4000-3500
BC, the most extreme climate change to have occurred since the end of the
Pleistocene Ice Age, and which created what I identified as the Saharasian Desert
Belt. This was documented in my work well before modern concerns about
postulated climate-changes of a far lesser magnitude. My historical reconstruction
also confirmed an early garden-like period of prehistorical peaceful conditions,
before Saharasia dried up, giving substance to widespread cross-cultural myths.
My Saharasia findings solved the riddle of the origins of armoring question
posed by Reich, as well as the parallel question burning across all the social
sciences, on the origins of violence within that same famine-struck region.

DeMeo’s World Behavior Map, identifying the Old World region of
Saharasian hyperarid deserts as the formative and persisting region of
the most heavily-armored people, and greatest social violence
(black regions). https://www.amazon.com/dp/0980231647
Only in recent years do we find paleoclimatology, anthropology, archaeology and
history confirming my findings, firstly published in 1986 as a Doctoral
Dissertation, and later as a book. My Saharasia work also identified the past and
present world of Islamic culture as socially dangerous, the most violent culturetype in modern times, with disastrous consequences for any region into which they
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migrate or invade. My work of 30 years ago anticipated the violence that is today
unfortunately observed in the recent Islamic migration-invasion into Europe. This
correlation of findings made Saharasia very "politically incorrect", but nevertheless
accurate in all its major findings and predictions. It is the largest global cross
cultural study to have ever been undertaken, by anyone or any group, and it
provides a solid proof of accuracy for Reich’s clinical and sex-economic findings.
http://www.saharasia.org
In those two studies, on the cloudbuster and Saharasia, I had breached many
academic barriers, challenged the widespread falsehoods of Reich as a “crackpot”,
and elevated his work to prominence within several academic disciplines – even if
recognition of this fact was, and remains, slow in coming.
A Decade as Instructor and Professor
Over 10 years I served as professor in the universities – starting as occasional
Instructor at KU, later as Assistant Professor at Illinois State University, University
of Miami, and finally at the University of Northern Iowa. I was the "popular
controversial professor" to whose classes students were attracted, and included
Reich into my courses where appropriate. My courses often drew over 100
students, even while some faculty members grumbled sarcastically about Reich,
"that sex stuff", or “cloudblasting”. My research into Reich's findings throughout
that period was always undertaken in an open manner. I never beat a drum about
it, but neither did I hide anything. In this openness to public investigation of
Reich's findings, and willingness to publicly correct and refute the many critics
who objected Reich, and to my findings, I was nearly alone. Eventually, growing
controversy led me to pursue an independent path. My OBRL was, up to that time,
a very low-key thing, hardly growing beyond an idea.
Associations with Orgonomic Groups
Before my work in the universities, I had undertaken research in my private home
laboratory in Florida, building orgone accumulators, running pilot-study
experiments and investigating bioelectrical phenomenon with millivoltmeters. In
this, I was guided by Robert Morris, one of the early Elsworth Baker orgonomists.
For a time, because of research results and adherence to scientific methods and
honest investigation of Reich, I was welcomed by several of the orgonomic therapy
associations. I spent a month as lab assistant at the Elsworth Baker Research Lab
in Ottsville, Pennsylvania, where I met and worked with Richard Blasband and
Courtney Baker, two of the most prominent orgone biophysicists of that time. The
Journal of Orgonomy, produced by the American College of Orgonomy (ACO),
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published my early research, in total 23 different articles on orgone biophysics,
cloudbusting and Saharasia. In 1987, I was acknowledged with a Research
Affiliate award by the ACO. I was also invited to become a founding member of
the Institute for Orgonomic Science (IOS). However, I retained my independence,
and while making friendships and working relationships with professional
members in those organizations, as well as within mainstream scientific and
scholarly societies, I continued to organize my research through my own private
institute, the Orgone Biophysical Research Lab (OBRL).
Laboratory Research
I continued with laboratory research throughout my university years. By 1989, I
moved to the San Francisco Bay region of California, to develop my work
exclusively through OBRL. In 1994 a suitable property was found in the forested
mountains near Ashland, Oregon, where a high-altitude research laboratory and
educational center was developed. The Ashland region was selected for its
forested and exceptionally good orgonotic conditions, where powerful
accumulators could be constructed without “turning sour” with oranur, which
sometimes can be the case in dor-laden regions or sections of big city
environments. A new research laboratory and seminar building was constructed,
eventually to include a rooftop astronomical observatory, Orgone Energy
Darkroom (the first on the West Coast), and student cabin. New multiple orgone
energy accumulators were constructed for the experiments underway, and much
progress was made, cutting into new territory.
In that exceptional natural environment, replication studies on Reich's bions
were undertaken, as were controlled experiments evaluating various aspects of the
orgone energy accumulator.

Blue-glowing bions in a quartz-sand preparation. Leitz Microscope, 2000x
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PVnS72IIY8
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Over the years, I was able to confirm Reich's major experimental findings at
OBRL, in very tight experimental protocols using the best equipment available.
These experimental verifications included a multi-year controlled replication study
on the To-T “spontaneous” heat-production in the orgone accumulator, a three-year
controlled replication study on the boosting of seed sprout growth in the orgone
accumulator, and various confirmations of Reich’s findings on the slowing of
electroscopical discharge rates inside the accumulator. This work also included
bioelectrical and environmental electric-field investigations which both Reich and
Harold Burr had independently undertaken.

Right:
A graphic from DeMeo’s study
confirming Reich’s
To-T discovery
http://www.orgonelab.org/demeo
pubs/2009ToT.pdf

Left:
One image from DeMeo’s study on
ORAC boosting of seed sprouting.
Article in:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/09802
31655/
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The Orgone Energy Darkroom allowed for making the first photograph since
Reich's time of a blue-glowing VACOR tube, in my case excited only by the
human hand, without electricity being applied. I also verified Reich's findings on
orgone-charged Geiger-Muller tubes, obtaining several thousand counts from the
ambient background, when the uncharged tubes yielded only around 20 counts.

Right:
DeMeo’s Vacor Tube
OR energy excited to glow
by hand-stroking,
no electricity applied.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0980
231655/

Pulses from an Orgone-Charged Neutron Counter (blue)
over 10 days, versus from an Uncharged Counter (red)
as presented in 2011 to an international
Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and Biology of Water.
I also made new controlled-experimental findings on the suppression of water
evaporation inside the orgone accumulator, and orgone charging effects upon water
surface tension, conductivity and other parameters. Rainwater and snow-melt
samples were at one time monitored over a year, for radioactive isotopes from the
melt-down of the Fukushima reactors in Japan.
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I later discovered a unique spectrographic signature in orgone-charged
water, in the ultra-violet (UV) frequencies, a line of research that continues today.
More discussion is given on this towards the end of this letter.

DeMeo’s study on UV absorbance in orgone-charged water, as presented in
2011 and 2014, to an international Conference on the Physics, Chemistry
and Biology of Water.
The OBRL facility in Oregon and the new analytical equipment purchased
throughout the 1990s and early 2000s allowed for high quality and significant
experimental investigations. My work not only confirmed Reich’s earlier findings,
but frequently did so with new additional findings. Newer laboratory equipment
and data-recording methods were used, not available in Reich’s time, providing
even better documentation on cosmic life-energy. My findings verifying Reich
became known to forward-thinking scientists outside of orgonomy, and were
published in a few mainstream science journals, supplemented with additional
articles by myself and other orgonomic researchers in the OBRL journal, Pulse of
the Planet. Lectures on my findings were also presented to academic scholarly
societies, where I generally found a surprisingly good reception to Reich's and my
work, in spite of the widespread "skeptic" slandering that seemed to never end. A
year-end OBRL Newsletter was also initiated, presenting an annual summary of my
work. The Newsletters have been distributed freely for over 20 years, and can still
be downloaded and reviewed. http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLnewsletter.htm
Back-issues of the printed OBRL journal Pulse of the Planet, also remain
available: http://www.orgonelab.org/cart/xpulse.htm
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Ending Droughts and Greening Deserts with the Reich Cloudbuster
In addition to the laboratory research, where possible I undertook field applications
of the Reich cloudbuster in the USA and overseas. Critical drought situations
persisting over years or decades were ended, often spectacularly. My cloudbuster
research, which began with the original confirming study at KU in 1979, continued
with drought-breaking work in the SE USA (1986). A major systematic study was
undertaken in the harsh dry zone of Arizona (1989) on five pre-announced dates,
producing a rainfall-doubling effect. Other applications ended California
droughts, including the unforecasted “surprise” foggy rains that extinguished the
historic Oakland Hills firestorm (1991) and the unforecasted “surprise snowstorm”
that ended the Yellowstone National Park firestorm of 1988. Both of those extreme
events were ended by cloudbuster work, as organized by myself with support from
experienced volunteers. I also led teams of workers in drought-breaking projects
in Israel (1990) and Namibia (1991-92) with official invitations and logistical
support from those two governments. The Israel operations ended a 3-year period
of historical drought with record-breaking rains and snow, filling all reservoirs to
overflowing. Likewise with the Namibia cloudbusting operations that ended a 12year prolonged dry period, with an acute severe drought over the prior 3 years.

Results of DeMeo’s Arizona 1989 cloudbusting operations,
average of five separate tests showing a “rainfall doubling” effect.
Contained in https://www.amazon.com/dp/0989139069/
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Results of DeMeo’s Israel operations, 1990-1991,
restoration of pulsatory rains over the Eastern Mediterranean
Contained in https://www.amazon.com/dp/0989139077/
The last of my international projects was a major 5-year drought-abatement
project undertaken by invitation from the Ministry of Agriculture of the State of
Eritrea, in East Africa (1994-1999), at the edge of the Sahara Desert. That work
began during a multi-decade epoch of drought. Nevertheless, the very first
expedition brought significant rainfalls, abruptly ending that drought. Over
subsequent years of work, an amazing transformation of the regional landscape
occurred, from terrible drought and barrenness with starvation held back only by
significant costly food imports, into a greened, more garden-like situation with
bumper crops and economic recovery. The Eritrea project brought exceptional
good rains and attendant blessings across the Horn of Africa and nearby Sudan and
Ethiopia. This was especially so in 1998, when three cloudbusters were employed
in coordination to bring copious rains, in spite of El Niño conditions that
forecasters ominously predicted would bring a strong return to drought across the
region. Subsequent runoff water flow into rivers and reservoirs of the region was
also exceptional, with flows that travelled down tributaries into the Nile River, to
eventually fill Lake Nasser, behind the Aswan High Dam, for the first time since
its completion in 1964. Excess overflow waters were significant, and channeled
out into the open Sahara Desert, to the Northwest of Aswan, where five new
gigantic lakes appeared. Nothing like this had been seen in living memory, nor
recorded by history since prehistorical times, before the Sahara dried up 6000 years
ago. A few of those lakes persist today, and can still be seen on Google Earth
images under the heading "Toshka Lakes".
This was a powerful confirmation of Reich’s original discovery.
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OROP Eritrea, aggregated results
Contained in https://www.amazon.com/dp/0980231655/

Toshka Lakes, Overflows from Lake Nasser, in 2002 (L) and 2006 (R)
Today, 2016, the most Western lakes are dried up as rainfall declined.
Contained in https://www.amazon.com/dp/0980231655/
Controversy and "skeptic club" attacks followed every step of this important
work, however, and basically led to a blackout censoring of any public media
mention or scientific awareness or discussion on that breakthrough work. I
nevertheless have no doubt that recognition will come to our team of volunteers,
and to Reich, in a future time. This amazing result was published in our Pulse
journal, and I have given lecture presentations on it with exceptional photo
documentation. https://www.amazon.com/dp/0980231655/
Over the 1990s, I led and directed 14 separate cloudbusting expeditions into
Africa and Israel, in each case the work was undertaken by teams of sincere and
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dedicated volunteer scientists and scholars, and assisted greatly by local
government water experts, climate scientists and volunteers in each of the host
nations. Nobody got personally paid for it, and whatever money came in went to
the significant expenses, with rare excess funds plowed back into the OBRL
research fund. During this same period, I was invited to lecture on orgonomy by a
Berlin Reich group, establishing a waldheilung (forest-healing) effort that worked
towards ending their severe air-pollution crisis. Similar invited lectures were given
to the Hellenic Orgonomic Association in Greece, helping them with an ongoing
drought problem – again supported by local volunteers. Those efforts were all
rewarding, but physically taxing. After 2001, with the events of the 911 Islamic
terror attacks making travel into the large Saharasian Desert region of Islam doubly
hazardous, I halted the overseas cloudbusting work. My weather work was then
restricted to the USA only, in California and Oregon, working with the USA
CORE Network of skilled operators. The worst aspects of drought in Pacific NW
regions, mostly north of San Francisco into Southwestern Canada, were either held
at bay or reversed by those efforts, often with spectacular results. For example,
here's a report from early 2016: https://obrlnews.wordpress.com/2016/03/30/corenetwork-success-miracle-march-ii-west-coast-rains-snow-preliminary-report/
The current late December 2016 rainy epoch in Southern California also was
preceded by CORE Net work, intensifying a weak system into a potentially
drought-breaking pattern. This work continues, unfunded and in a low-key
manner, so long as the West Coast drought continues. However, my fundraising
efforts over many years has made the following very clear: Given the non-stop
slander machinery of the "skeptic groups" and their allies in the mainstream
media, traditional methods of funding for orgonomic research is nearly impossible.
Today, with this letter, I seek financial support for my laboratory research
and educational efforts, specifically through OBRL, a point I will get to
momentarily.
Publications, Lectures, Seminars
Public education and outreach through OBRL has continued as a major enterprise.
Through OBRL, a new journal Pulse of the Planet with an irregular schedule was
established in 1989, with five issues released so far. These issues of Pulse contain
numerous articles by different independent scholars and scientists working across
the field of orgonomy. My own books have also been published, also mostly after
1989. Here I will list them:
* The Orgone Accumulator Handbook, now in multiple languages, in a new
updated edition of 250+ pages.
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* Saharasia: The 4000 BCE Origins of Child Abuse, Sex-Repression, Warfare and
Social Violence, In the Deserts of the Old World, now in a second updated edition,
with new appendix article.
* Heretic's Notebook, and On Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy, book versions of the
last two editions of our Pulse of the Planet journal, for which I was Editor.
* In Defense of Wilhelm Reich: Opposing the 80-Years' War of Mainstream
Defamatory Slander Against One of the 20th Century's Most Brilliant Physicians
and Natural Scientists, written in response to an onslaught of mainstream media
slander against Reich that began in 2011.
* Marx Engels Lenin Trotsky: Genocide Quotes, written to educate about the
horrific genocidal sentiments, and actions, of all the founding tyrants of
Communism.
* Preliminary Analysis of Changes in Kansas Weather Coincidental to
Experimental Operations with a Reich Cloudbuster, republishing my original 1979
study at the University of Kansas.
My own small press also published the works of other authors, such as:
* James Martin's updated edition of Wilhelm Reich and the Cold War
* Emanuel di Pasquale's Natural Love, and the Unnatural Attacks Against
* Roberto Maglione's Healing of Atmospheres.
While privately published, all these works stay true to Reich and his orgonomic
science, and continue to be available. http://www.naturalenergyworks.net
For the future, I am presently working on a new book about the Ether-Drift
Experiments, which like Reich's work, were never defeated experimentally, but
only politically attacked and undermined. In this new work, available in 2017, the
argument is made that Reich's orgone energy is functionally identical to a cosmic
ether, filling all space. However, Reich’s definitions have expanded our knowledge
about the cosmic ether, in that it has pulsatory and streaming properties, and has
biologically-active and water-reactive properties, much like a "cosmic
protoplasm". Reich once called the cosmic ether of space a good theory which had
been prematurely discarded, and how right he was! Other preliminary titles still in
progress are:
* Saharasia Since 1900, which updates the original Saharasia findings through
20th and 21st Century history and current events.
* James DeMeo, Research Anthology and Compendium, of research papers.
* A New Atmospheric Science of Life Energy, discussing desert formation
processes, and cloudbusting methods and problems, in theory and practice.
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Time and equipment funds permitting, a DVD will be produced from my video
archives on the cloudbusting work, and another on the orgone biophysical
experiments, and a third on the Saharasia findings. A first step in this direction has
been made in preserving older documentary video materials, from original VHS,
Hi8 and Digital8 tapes onto hard-disk storage. But these projects must wait until
funding and time is available to allow for video editing and processing.
Meanwhile, a YouTube channel has been developed which holds a few items
produced from my lectures and other work.
https://www.youtube.com/user/naturalenergyworks/videos
My video on Wilhelm Reich and the Orgone Energy, viewable through the above
weblink, today has nearly 500,000 views.
I am still occasionally invited to lecture or hold seminars at universities, and expect
that this will continue, funds permitting for travel and other expenses. A list of the
institutions that hosted my lectures in the past is given here:
http://www.orgonelab.org/powerpoint.htm
Over most of the 1990s, OBRL also hosted annual seminars at the high-altitude
facility in Oregon, on the subject of Reich and Orgonomy. These include seminars
on Bions, The Reich Blood Test and Cancer Biopathy, on Children of the Future,
on The Orgone Accumulator, and my regular private Independent Study seminars
for students. We continue to host occasional seminars at OBRL, but a bit less
frequently, every other year. For 2017, a summer seminar will be offered at
OBRL, with a separate one-day seminar in Germany:
http://www.orgonelab.org/events.htm
My personal publications also include various articles in mainstream scientific
journals, including peer-reviewed ones, aside from those in the orgonomy journals;
plus several invited full chapter contributions to books published by university
presses. Full lists of my publications, offering free PDF downloads, are found at
these websites (to gain access to the first two of these links you must register with
them):
https://orgonelab.academia.edu/JamesDeMeo
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/James_DeMeo/contributions
http://www.orgonelab.org/demeopubs.htm
This public availability of my published materials is somewhat unique in
orgonomy, and has stimulated a greater and more serious interest in Reich and
orgonomy. My research website orgonelab.org today has nearly 3 million recorded
visitors, and I've posted up some of my articles, book-previews and a few lecture
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presentations at the big ResearchGate.net and Academia.edu websites. There, to
my delightful surprise, tens of thousands of graduate students, professors, research
scientists and independent scholars have downloaded my various articles and
lecture PDFs. Through those offerings, scholars, scientists and professionals
world-wide have learned the facts about Reich and orgonomy, and about my
verification studies. These studies are otherwise systematically censored and
deleted by "skeptics" from websites they control, such as Wikipedia, and other
deceptive "fact check" websites operated by "skeptic" liars. My work has thereby
at least partially overcome the mainstream roadblocks, and served to correct the
many published slanders and omissions which Reich’s name and work, and
orgonomy in general, have been subjected to. My Saharasia work is today also
incorporated into a few university courses, as a textbook.
Consequently, overall I am greatly pleased at this opening of doors for my
work, and for the professional reconsiderations of Reich and orgonomic facts and
truths that my work has stimulated.
The OBRL Library and Archive
Starting in the 1970s I began gathering the necessary books for study and research
into the issues of Reich's work, and related subjects. My personal library is now at
nearly 500 linear feet of shelving, which includes all of Reich's published
materials, including the “banned and burned” materials, and a great deal more
obtained from various archives of his associates. Included are research volumes
across many disciplines, and the major works of modern innovators and “heretics”
in the fields of medicine, biology, chemistry, physics and astronomy.
OBRL also since became an Archive of its own, not only to hold my own
significant research papers and video materials, but also donated papers,
documents, books and video collections from Eva Reich, Charles Kelley, James
Martin, Robert McCullough, Digne Marcovicz and others. There also is a
significant archive of material in the OBRL Library on the 19th and 20th Century
ether-drift experiments, gathered from my independent research on the subject.
I've published several papers on successful ether-drift experiments by others,
including an internet site presenting new materials that will be incorporated into,
and expanded upon in my forthcoming new book on the subject.
http://www.orgonelab.org/miller.htm
Professional equipment for video editing and transfer to hard-disk storage, in
multiple formats, also resides at the OBRL facility, now gearing up for public
presentations of accumulated materials.
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The New Research Needing Your Support
Thanks to a great deal of openness and help from others, my research productivity
has not lagged throughout this long adventure, which began in 1970 when I firstly
read Wilhelm Reich's Selected Writings. I could not put it down. I had to know,
was Reich correct? Was this fantastic view into a new and alive future for
humanity something real and solid? And so, I launched out towards answering
that question. I am pleased to once again report, as I’ve done many times in the
past, the answer to that question is a resounding Yes!
More can be done, however, if proper funding can be obtained. The needs can be
broken down into two categories:
1. Funds for Public Outreach and Education. Funds are needed for production of
new DVD releases, as described above. For this, a new video editing computer
with software is needed, as is a new pro-HD digital video camera, to document
ongoing experimental work and seminars at OBRL. I wish to organize several new
educational YouTube videos, including historical videos from lectures held at
OBRL seminars over the years, and from the original videotapes made by Digne
Marcovicz for the Viva Little Man video production years ago, and which were
entrusted to me and OBRL for safekeeping and use. Conference lectures are also
extremely important in the scientific world, out of which often come new allies,
openings, and invitations to publish. But even invitations to speak at conferences
require funds for travel expenses and other fees. Hosting of our seminars is also
not cheap. For seminars, we now rent a lecture hall at a nearby university, but
need to construct a secondary open-air amphitheater for our summertime outdoor
conferences and lectures, under the trees. This requires pouring of a concrete pad
with roof shelter, and other amenities.
2. Funds for Our Current Laboratory Research Directions. Laboratory research
dominates my focus, currently with investigations in several new directions.
Firstly are the open questions related to orgone-charged water, investigated
through optical spectroscopy. This new work has already provided additional
proofs for the orgone accumulator as a working apparatus of highly unusual
energy-yielding capacities. I have already demonstrated how orgone-charged
water yields unusual new properties sufficient to inhibit the transmission of far-UV
ultraviolet frequencies, but also to fluoresce in the near-UV and blue frequencies
when sufficiently excited. With variations in material composition of the orgone
accumulator, I also discovered a means by which orgone water could acquire a
significant electrical charge, without any frictional or "water drop" methods. This
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is reminiscent in how the orgone energy can, under anomalous circumstances,
charge up other materials with an electrostatic charge, by means other than
frictional charge separation. A similar property has been discovered in fresh
rainwater and snowmelt at the OBRL facility over the last several winters.
Intensive blue-glowing snow, observed in shadows and snow-holes, yielded these
spectrographic signatures, while frozen distilled water or fields of rather deadlooking greyish snow did not.
These new findings have put strong experimental proofs to Reich's
observations on what he termed orgonotic lumination, as in the blueness of natural
spring and lake waters. I hope to test these findings in other directions as well, as
with blue glacier ice and meltwaters, and as seen in certain flowers that literally
glow in the dark blue and UV, as a means to attract bees for pollination. The
whole question of "luminating blueness" and "bioelectricity" has been thereby
unified conceptually as a kind of orgone-charged "glowing water electricity",
which offers new insights into both bioelectricity and thunderstorm lightning.
This new research has opened up new avenues to explore, and new questions
about the relationships between orgone energy, the life-energy, and the deep blue
and UV frequencies, a phenomenon occasionally observed in "structured" or
"activated" states of water as investigated by various forward-thinking water
researchers. Besides Reich, the works of Viktor Schauberger, Giorgio Piccardi,
and Gerald Pollack come to mind. I've already given several invited lectures on
this new work to the Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and Biology of Water,
with two published papers in their Water journal (see the publications websites
given above).
New investigations must be undertaken, to repeat the original findings, and
acquire new water samples from natural hot springs, healing waters, and blueglowing glacial ice, to see if they also yield similar spectrographic signatures. If
so, it provides additional proofs for the accuracy of Reich's claims about blueglowing orgone energy charge as a biologically-active, and weather-active
phenomenon.
In this same direction, the goal of objective photographic recordings of
glowing orgone energy phenomenon is opened up by new instrumentation, notably
in the Generation 3 night-vision devices. These image intensification devices
allow exceedingly dark environments to be greatly amplified, where typically dim
subjective light phenomenon can be both seen and recorded on video. In Summer
of 2015, we briefly had a Generation 3 intensifier available to make such
observations, and were literally blown away by what it revealed. One could see
what appeared to be orgone units (“random photons”) track across the Gen.3 pixel
screen, and other phenomenon needing to be documented. These devices are
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expensive, however, and without additional funding, it will remain an unexplored
avenue.
For now, I will simply state the fact that these new lines of research can only
proceed with additional funding. We have set up a fund for purchase of new
materials and apparatus, and to cover other expenses related to public education,
new video productions, and similar. But as of today, our limited funds available
cannot be used for that “wish list”. We have sufficient funds to pay the heat and
electricity, the OBRL facility is already bought and paid for, but at present, without
additional funds, the new efforts won’t be undertaken with the vigor they deserve.
These new lines of research will be multi-year efforts, as I see it today. They have
already borne fruits, but new funding must be obtained to flesh out the findings.
I will close with an appeal to you, the reader and supporter of Wilhelm Reich's
research legacy, to review my work as related above, along with the weblinks that
give documentation to what I write, and consider making a generous donation to
OBRL. I believe it is not immodest to say, there are few research programs
underway around the world that have such a clear and uncompromising dedication
to, and focus upon Reich's original sex-economy and orgone biophysical research.
And fewer still with such a solid record of experimental verifications and
applications of Reich's discoveries.
OBRL, the Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory, Inc., is an IRS-approved
non-profit foundation, and all donations to it are tax-deductible. Your support is
both necessary and critical, for continuance of my efforts, going directly towards
the research program. Please consider to donate now, as you are able, or to
purchase my books as a means towards supporting my work. See here:
OBRL Donation Page (using PayPal, but they also accept your credit card)
http://www.orgonelab.org/donations.htm
You can also donate by check made out to the “Orgone Biophysical Research Lab”
or "OBRL" and mailed to:
Dr. James DeMeo, PO Box 1148, Ashland, Oregon 97520 USA.
Please also consider to remember OBRL in your Testament. If you wish to
personally discuss our needs and goals, please contact me by email to OBRL:
donations@orgonelab.org
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For those of lesser means, a purchase of books also is helpful in keeping my work
moving forward, and now is a good time if you have been delaying to get them.
See the left-side column, here: http://www.naturalenergyworks.net
Thank you for your support.
We wish you all the very best, for a Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, Happy
Holidays and Merry Solstice celebrations, and for a thriving and productive New
Year 2017.
James DeMeo, PhD
Director, Orgone Biophysical Research Lab
Ashland, Oregon, USA
http://www.orgonelab.org
http://www.saharasia.org
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